For twenty years after the burning man of 1997, people imagined building a permanent home for the temporary community of Burning Man at Fly Ranch. In 2016, Burning Man Project, non-profit organization who organizes the event, became the Fly Ranch manager and with LAGI start this initiative. It is worth mentioning that Fly Ranch is home of dozens of hot and cold springs, three geysers, hundreds of acres of wetlands, dozens of animal species and more than 100 types of plants, which makes this site as the perfect context to experience mentoring new systems for prosperity and address the difficult problem of circular design infrastructures, since the landscape has the perfect beauty to inspire action to help the environment, in addition to reflecting a balance between nature and the art of built.

**LOCATION**
The Property, Fly Ranch is a 3,800-acre of diverse landscape in a high desert valley in the Black Rock Desert, located 24 miles north of Gerlach, NV, USA.

**MASTER PLAN**
The development will consist of three zones, located within the permitted area and 10 minutes away by bike between one and the other. Each zone plays a different role, however the one of our greatest interest is the Healing.

**PA-01**
It will consist of 3 zones, to carry the metamorphosis and healing, with a sensory path, a public meditation zone and a private activity zone.

**PA-02**
In this area you will find the spaces of rest, community dining room and temporary housing.

**PA-03**
Nearest to Gerlanch, and Black Rock City to incentive a new way of consume.